
E
nter the house of Shane
Doan, and you’ve got 
action. In addition to the
Phoenix Coyotes right
wing, the roster includes
wife Andrea (whom he’s
known since they were
teenagers in Canada) and

four kids under the age of eight —
Gracie, 7, Josh, 4, Karys, 2, and Carson,
who was born in September.

Now in his 11th season with the
franchise (one as a Winnipeg Jet, 10 in
Phoenix), the third-year captain said his
Scottsdale neighborhood is one of the
primary draws for their growing clan.
“The neighborhood is amazing and
something we definitely wanted for the
kids,” Doan said. “There are always kids
running around, playing in the cul de
sac. Really, it’s everything we wanted
to keep things as normal as possible.”

Elegant and comfortable
Tall double doors at the front entry 

of the Doans’ rustic home lead you into
a foyer with 16-foot ceilings, but rich
faux-painted walls and chunky furniture
provide a cozy feel. Straight ahead, a
sunken living room with distressed oak
flooring is framed with dark columns, as
is the formal dining room to the imme-
diate right, where a bookshelf showcases
several pieces from Canadian artists in-
cluding an oil painting of a cowboy.

Home makeover
The warm wall colors, gloss white trim

and textures are quite a shift from what
existed when the Doans purchased the
home in 2000. “We were living in an
apartment at the time and we were

Family
goals

A rustic home scores for Coyotes
captain Shane Doan

Furnishings in earth tones and family pictures decorate the Doans’ family room. Recent renovations to the home included adding slate to the fireplace and installing new cabinetry.

■ Story by JAKE POINIER ■ Photography by MARK W. LIPCZYNSKI/The Arizona Republic

Located just off the foyer, the dining room is painted an earthy red.

Colorful plates and pottery decorate the family room. A tall hutch enhances
the home’s high ceilings. — See DOAN, Page AH6

Rustic touches, such as
this painting of a cowboy,
are found throughout the
Doan home.

Hockey memorabilia is sprinkled
throughout the Doan house —
a team shot from the 2003-2004

NHL All-Star game, a Winnipeg Jets jersey,
an oil painting of Shane by Andrea’s 
cousin and a Paul Henderson Team Canada
jersey (“As a Canadian, that’s huge,” Doan
said of the player who scored the game-
winning goals in games 6, 7 and 8 of the
1972 Summit Series against the Russians).
But the most meaningful piece is a framed
scorecard and photo (below) of Team
Canada from their 2004 World Cup victory
— in which Doan scored the game-winning
goal over Finland — given to him by Team
Canada and Coyotes coach Wayne Gretzky.
“Wayne gave me the scorecard, which
meant so much coming from him,” Doan
said. “I was blown away by it.”

One of Shane’s favorite items, however,
has nothing to do with ice time: an old
black-and-white photo of his grandfather
Muff Doan riding at Calgary Stampede,
where he was bareback champion in
1937 and steer-riding champion in 1944.
“I grew up riding,” Shane says of the fam-
ily’s equestrian tradition. “It’s the only
thing I used to do better than hockey.” The
Doans own about 50 horses in Canada,
and six in Arizona. “We can ride whenever
we like,” he said. “As a family, that’s the
greatest thing.”

Addie Mannan/The Arizona Republic

From left to right: Gracie, Karys, Josh, Shane,
Andrea and Carson Doan.
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Shane Doan
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Interior design

By Kristin MacIntosh

II f you woke up one morning
and had to rely solely on
your surroundings to guess
where you were, Arizona

would be a gimme. From the
bougainvillea to the saltillo tile,
the plantation shutters to the
adobe-look stucco, Southwest
style is easy to identify.

But are those tract-home
mainstays a true reflection of
Southwest style?

If you don’t want your home
to become a hodge-podge of
Native American dream catchers
and pastel design schemes, take
heed: You can keep your look,
and still incorporate elements 
of true Southwest style so your
home fits in with our spare
desert landscape.

“All these people would want
to do the peach and teal,” said
Julie Coleman, director of design
services for La-Z-Boy Furniture
Galleries. “But then they realize
that the Southwest ‘look’ is more
Santa Fe.”

The look that many identify
as “Mexican” is actually an
amalgam of the European and
indigenous influences.

“People feel like it’s a man-
date,” said Tena Torgerson, an
interior designer at Drexel Heri-
tage. Many of her clients start
their designs with terra cotta.
“We are in the desert, but there
is room for all different styles

here — people shouldn’t be
afraid to do what they like.”

Trust your style
With all of the gorgeous 

examples of Southwest architec-
ture scattered around the Valley,
are you left out if you happen to
reside in a lovely 1970s tract
house?

Torgerson says no. “It’s not as
difficult as it may sound — you
end up with something that’s 
totally unique to them and their
house,” she said, stressing that
it’s the owner’s personal style
that helps to transform a cookie-
cutter house into something spe-
cial. Torgerson gets to know her

clients well enough that
she can incorporate ele-
ments of hobbies or col-

lections into her designs.
“It helps the home

become individual. You

start with a concept but you
need to flex it and work it and
it’s going to change,” she said.

If you’re looking for one
element to update your look and
bring in a little of the Southwest,
consider leather. Its durability
and rich hues add color and
depth that reflect the look of
the West. Designers said it’s an
excellent investment.

“Personally, I love it,”
Coleman said. “We’re always
looking for texture, and it’s 
very practical.”

Durability is another benefit
to choosing leather.

“Leather holds up two to three
times longer than the average
fabric. There are just so many
gorgeous leathers out there that
are soft and feel great on your
skin,” Torgerson said, adding
that uncomfortable, stick-to-
your-skin leather is a thing of
the past. “I’ve never yet had a
customer that regretted buying
leather.”

Other fabrics that reflect our
desert landscape but are com-

fortable for the home include
heavily textured chenille and
jacquard fabrics in rich colors.

Back away from the
dream catcher

If you look up one
day and you’re sur-
rounded
by stencils of howling
coyotes and kokopellis,
scaling back might be
necessary. You don’t
have to banish your fa-
vorite items to the garage
or the trash bin, just be
judicious in their use.

“There are certain areas of the
house you can have a little more
whimsy,” Coleman said. “Buy a
few accessories, but keep major
pieces more transitional.” She
suggested tucking treasured
pieces in niches or subtly on
shelves to allow for display
without overwhelming the room.

Local artists offer another
way to infuse the feel of the
desert into your home. Torger-
son suggests visiting local

galleries and home stores for
easy ways to update your home’s
décor, without a major commit-
ment from your checkbook.

And if you’ve run out of ideas
on your own, don’t be intimidated
about using a design service.

“Don’t be shy about seeking
help,” Torgerson said. “Once we
get talking, it’s easy.”

Make Southwestern style work
Personal touches, earthy textures bring the Southwest home

Southwest doesn’t have to mean howling coyotes. Here, a leather sofa and chair in desert hues works
well with earth tone accessories.

Its durability and design
flexibility make leather a
wise choice. Nail heads add
interest and work well
with Southwest styles.

Follow these rules 
to achieve a great
Southwest space:

Do
• Use rich, warm colors

such as reds, browns and
greens to add color and
texture to an otherwise
neutral room.

• Borrow from nature
for paint colors. A rich
pumpkin might not make it
in Maine, but here it looks
right at home. Neutrals,
from stone to ochre, can
be a good base from which
to work.

• Think cool. Summer’s
over — for this year —
but remember that tile is 
always a good flooring
choice. Neutral colors and
matte finishes work best
with Southwest style.

• Take advantage of
design services. Many
stores offer them free

of charge, and
discussing your
ideas with
knowledgeable
sales associates

is always free —
they’re there to help.

Don’t
• Go overboard with

kokopellis or howling
coyotes. One per house!
These ubiquitous figures
are the Southwest’s version
of lawn flamingoes. If you
just have to have it, go au-
thentic and find a local ar-
tisan to create something
just for you.

• Gravitate toward
whitewashed furniture. An
authentic piece of rough-
hewn wood, softened with
a distressed finish is one
thing. A mass-produced
living room set is another.
Don’t go there.

• Get color-confused.
Pastels are more 80s than
Southwest. If you just have
to have that teal, use it
sparingly and incorporate
it as an accent color.

FYI

Texture, leather and personal accents help to make
Western-styled rooms come together.

Photos from Thomasville

Southwest style takes cues from colors
found in the desert.
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Interior design

By Brian Anderson

T
o Frank Lloyd Wright,
life in many ways was a
contradiction — a complex
simplicity — that posed a

challenge as people went about
their daily duties.

Striving for simplicity was a
salve for the ever-growing maze
of the 20th Century, he believed.

“As we live and as we are,
Simplicity — with a capital ‘S’ —
is difficult to comprehend now-
adays,” Wright was quoted in
Dennis Blankemeyer’s book
Craft Furniture: The Legacy of
the Human Hand. “It is now val-
iant to be simple, a courageous
thing to even want to be simple.”

Large body of work
With clean lines and that 

simplicity, Wright set out to
assist the assault on complexity
by designing some 1,000 pieces
of home furnishings. Tables,
lamps and, of course, his famous
barrel chair were meant to bring
a space together — one master-
piece complementing another.

Structural interiors were open,
flowing smoothly like a spring
breeze through the trees. Op-
posed to upsetting that delicacy
of space, Wright sought to
seamlessly weave his furnishings
into the fabric of home and hotel.

An arc in the back of a chair,
for example, mirrored the curve
of a doorway.

“He really thought of the fur-
niture as continuity within the
structure,” said Virginia T. Boyd,
curator of the traveling exhibi-
tion Frank Lloyd Wright and the
House Beautiful. “It was a part
of the whole. The result is an
extremely efficiently integrated
form.”

Wright sought mainly to work
with wood, following the Arts
and Crafts style born in the
mind of Gustav Stickley. Varnish
was an unnecessary toxin, be-
lieved Wright, who preferred the
rich hues of nature to chemical
finishes.

But while Wright’s designs
were minimalist at one level,

reproductions generally defy
that principal when it comes to
price. Single pieces — from a
lone chair to a dining table —
will set you back more than
$1,000 in many cases. A dining
table with six chairs runs about
$20,000, a fraction of what
originals can bring at auction.

Designs remain popular
Still prevalent and relevant

today, Wright’s designs follow
sleek, modern lines that transi-
tion well into contemporary
American homes, said Tim
Copeland, president of Ver-
mont-based Copeland Furniture.

“I think Wright refined Arts
and Crafts design and took
it up a notch from mission
design, which is more square
and plain,” he said.

Earlier this year, the Frank
Lloyd Wright Foundation
designated Copeland Furniture
the official maker of Wright-
designed furnishings. Copeland
said his company will focus on
the Prairie period, from 1899
to 1910.

Forsey’s Furniture Gallery in
Scottsdale exclusively began
distributing the furniture in
September.

Now, he added, more and
more people can be exposed
to the same complex simplicity
of Frank Lloyd Wright that 
Copeland stumbled on while
creating furnishings for the
collection.

“Often times many pieces
that look very simple, we’ve
discovered, can be very labor
intensive,” Copeland said.
“So, if you look at some of the
things he did, while they were
straightforward, there are some
interesting, bold details.”

The art of furnishings
Legendary architect made an impact on furniture and interior design

The Taliesin Barrel Chair is one of
Frank Lloyd Wright’s most recognized
designs.

Copeland Furniture

Perfect for large gatherings, this 124-inch extension table from the Frank Lloyd Wright collection comfortably seats 12.

Copeland Furniture

Inspired by Frank Lloyd Wright’s furniture designs, these chairs are available
in a variety of fabrics and leather.

Copeland Furniture

Keep it simple:
Use furniture with clean
lines. Avoid elaborate and
obviously ornate pieces.

Covet nature:
Utilize furnishings made
from natural products.
Frank Lloyd Wright 
preferred the soft texture
of Japanese finishes to the
sheen of varnish.

Keep it open:
Favor minimalism to avoid
crowding a room with too
much. Unnecessary furni-
ture or accents can add
weight to an otherwise
airy space.

Beat the budget:
Find less expensive,
Wright-designed accent
pieces to add his design
touch to a space. One ex-
ample is the Geneva Tulip
Magazine Rack, originally
designed for the Lake
Geneva Hotel in Wisconsin,
which is available from the
Frank Lloyd Wright Founda-
tion Store for $90.

Fitting in:
Wright championed organic
design, seeking to connect
the site and the building.
To do the same, look to use
local materials when possi-
ble and work to bring the
character of the outside to
the inside.

On the whole:
Think about space and fur-
nishings as a whole rather
than as individual pieces. A
Wright-organized space
connects a variety of pieces
to forge the whole.

Republic file photo

Frank Lloyd Wright designed
more than 1,000 pieces of
furniture and sought continui-
ty from architectural design
through a home’s furnishings.

The Wright stuff
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Bedrooms

By Angela Rabago-Mussi

Most furniture is utilitar-
ian — you need a table
to dine and a chair to

sit, but a bed can be so much
more than just a place to sleep.
It’s a refuge, a sanctuary, a soft
spot to land at the end of a
long day. The perfect bed can
help create the atmosphere
you desire.

So it only makes sense to
take extra care when choosing
a bed. Whether you prefer the
rustic charm of a hefty pine
four-poster, the sleekness of
an ebony platform bed, or the
French country-style of an
antique-looking metal bed, there
are countless options in finish,
structure and material to fit 
any look.

Panel
This standard bed style has a

flat back with either all-wood or
upholstered panels and wooden
side rails which connect to a
matching paneled footboard.

A panel bed with simple lines,
substantial legs and a medium-
wood tone works well with
rustic design. In the 1990s,
panel beds were sometimes built
to resemble logs or tree trunks
for a rustic/country style, but a
room can be overpowered with
exaggerated pieces so the trend
is suitable for a more under-
stated rustic style, said Tena
Torgerson, an interior designer
at Drexel Heritage.

Platform
This is the bed of choice for

minimalists. A true platform
bed has no box spring — the
mattress is placed directly on
the wood platform. Platform
beds have either a very low-
profile footboard or none at all,
said Jerry Wortham, regional
retail manager for Lane Home
Furnishings.

This sleek bed type works 
best with contemporary design
styles. Because platforms are

becoming increasingly popular,
the modern style is being
adapted to allow the comfort 
of a box spring while maintain-
ing the lower profile.

Sleigh
Traditional-styled bedrooms

often feature a classic sleigh
bed, which has a swooping,
sloped headboard and foot-
board. “They are designed to be
floated in the center of the room
so you can walk around them,”
Wortham said. Because of their
often grand scale, sleigh beds
work best in large bedrooms.

Some designers have taken
the classic shape and tweaked it
to fit into modern design looks
with clean lines and a less 
pronounced slope.

Four-poster/canopy
The timeless four-poster bed

is anther chameleon that can fit
different design styles depend-
ing on how it’s interpreted.
Towering ornate carved posts
give an exotic feel to bedrooms
and work well in eclectic de-
signs. Add a gauzy canopy and
the feeling is amplified.

The most important consider-
ation with this style bed is scale,
said Kevin Ryan, an interior de-
signer at Ethan Allen. Bedrooms
should have vaulted or very
high ceilings to properly fit the
height of the posts and canopy.

Metal
Metal beds often are popular

in country-style rooms. The

finish will determine if it leans
toward French country, such
as an intricate white-painted
metal bed, or to a rustic style
with a darker finish in a
straight-lined design.

“Iron is like skirt lengths —
it goes in and out,” Wortham
said. “This is a design trend
that is reappearing.”

Ethan Allen features a
scrolled iron bed that illus-
trates the versatility of the
style. “With different bedding
you can take it in any direc-
tion you’d like, from a fresh
country look to a more tradi-
tional look,” Ryan said.

Beds 101
From platform to four-poster, there’s
a bed out there to reflect your style

Ethan Allen

This scroll bed in iron is part of the
Maison collection by Ethan Allen.

Drexel Heritage

A panel bed with simple lines and substantial legs works well
with rustic design. This finish shows off the wood grain.

Lane Home Furnishings

The four-poster bed can fit in a variety of design styles. This ornately carved
version works well with tropical-themed bedding and native art.

Ethan Allen

A classic sleigh bed makes a grand statement in a large bedroom.

Lane Home Furnishings

Adapted to allow for the comfort of a box spring, platform beds maintain a low
profile.

• If you watch television
in bed, beware of high foot-
boards and posts that can
block the view. Also, a high
footboard means no sitting
on the end of the bed.

• Headboards attached
to a metal bed frame are a
less expensive option, but
realize that a footboard and
side rails help to stabilize
a bed.

• Any style bed can work
with any design style
depending on its finish
and detailing. For example,
a panel bed in a polished
dark wood finish with
upholstered leather panels
would be perfect in a con-
temporary design scheme.

• Always consider the
size of the room — large
master bedrooms can
accommodate a large-scale
bed, small secondary 
bedrooms would be better
off with a slim-profile bed.

• There’s no need for bed
skirts if there are decorative
wood side rails to display.
Some designers even tuck
the bed skirt under the
wood frame.

• While the bed is the
foundation, remember that
the bedding can further
emphasize a design style.
There’s a big difference
between a pile of white
eyelet pillows and one long,
sleek bolster.

Follow these tips
when choosing a bed:
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nervous about buying this big
house, that we were out of our
league,” Andrea said. “Every-
thing was the same sort of
pinkish taupe, every single
room, every single surface. The
only thing that was different
was that the doors and base-
boards were a darker taupe.
So, we didn’t change anything
about the floor plan, but we
painted everything to have a
more traditional look and got
rid of all of the carpeted areas.”

To the left of the entry are
four of the home’s five bed-
rooms. The newest addition to
the family currently stays in
mom and dad’s room, but will
be teaming up in the boys’
room with Josh when he’s
ready. Gracie’s room is pink,
pink, pink, with a Hello Kitty
pillow, hanging beads and a
tiny disco ball thrown in for
good measure. The master 
bedroom is spacious, modestly
furnished and overlooks the
backyard.

“This summer we finally 
redid our bathroom,” Andrea
said. Updates included staining
the cabinets a darker color and
putting new hardware on them,
and retiling the shower. But the

highlight, she adds, was the
large clawfoot tub. “I thought,
I’m having a fourth kid, I’m
getting a nice bath,” she said,
laughing.

On the opposite side of the
home, the fifth bedroom serves
as a kids’ homework/office area,
as well as a mini hockey shrine.

The bright, open kitchen over-
looks the family room, which
features earth tone furnishings
and a painting of a red barn
on the mantel.

Recreation areas
Outside, the Doan children

have plenty of room to play.

Shane set aside space for a sport
court where he can teach Josh
to skate.

With the wide-open floor
plan, this is where the house
shows its entertaining side. “In
between children, we like to
throw big team parties — so not
right now!” said Andrea. “But

when the team is on the road,
I’ll have the girls over.”

Their home has been a labor
of love, but the Doans wouldn’t
have it any other way. “It’s
amazing, but we’re now the fur-
thest south on the team, and
when we moved here we were
among the furthest north,” said

Andrea. “When we first came
out to Arizona, we lived at Kier-
land and I remember everyone
teased us about being in the
boonies. Anyway, we love this
location and neighborhood —
it just made sense to make this
place what we wanted rather
than buying something new.”

Mark W. Lipczynski/The Arizona Republic

The kitchen opens to
the family room and
has views to the
backyard.

Children’s rooms display personality
— DOAN, from Page AH1

The clawfoot tub in the
master bathroom is one
of Andrea Doan’s favorite
additions to their home.

Gracie’s room (far left) is a vision
of pink. The disco ball is her favorite.
Josh’s bedroom (middle) has bedding
with a cowboy motif and a rug that
shows off the family’s favorite sport.
Karys’ room (above) displays her
stuffed animals.
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